How Admiral took control
of data protection, without
taking on more staff
Backups were becoming a real headache
for Admiral Group. We worked with the
leading insurance provider to take away
the pain – freeing up IT time, while nailing
down data protection.

“We don’t worry about issues with our
backups anymore. We know Tectrade will
pick them up, let us know, and troubleshoot
them with us. It just saves so much time and
effort, and takes a massive headache away.”
Simon Petfield
Third Line Technical Response Team Manager
Admiral Group

The challenge
When we met Admiral, it was
already relying on a third party
to support its backup environment.
Admiral knew it didn’t have the
skills to handle this relatively
niche technology, and couldn’t
justify training up (at least) two
members of its team to take on
the task in-house.

But Admiral’s ‘maintenance only’ relationship
with its incumbent provider was far from ideal –
especially as it had left the company with very
little power to spot performance and capacity
issues before something actually went wrong.
To make matters worse, its backup processes
were clearly struggling to keep pace with data
growth – there simply weren’t enough hours
in a night to get all the data written, raising
concerns about effective disaster recovery and
regulatory compliance.
Just staying on top of the situation was placing
a real strain on Admiral’s Third Line Technical
Response team. As the team’s manager, Simon
Petfield explains: “Making sure backups were
completed successfully – and logging and
chasing backup requests – was taking up a
tremendous amount of our time, and becoming
a huge administration overhead.”

The solution
We sent one of our experts to
work with Admiral’s team, assess
the company’s technical and
business needs, and find a better
way of backing up. Based on
these discussions, we proposed
a solution designed to:
• Enhance data protection: with a new 		
implementation of IBM Spectrum Protect,
to ensure consistency across all three of 		
Admiral’s sites
• Lift the backup burden: proactively
administering and supporting Admiral’s 		
environment though our comprehensive 		
managed service
• Give new backup visibility and control:
with automated, daily capacity and 		
performance reports
• Provide ongoing support with backup
strategy: through in-depth quarterly 		
reviews

But having a solution you believe in is only
half the battle – so we helped Admiral’s team
construct a rock-solid business case too. This
was much appreciated by Matthew Hier, who
managed the project on Admiral’s side:
“Tectrade knew what the solution was going to
deliver, and what benefits to track. In fact, by
the time I came to the project, almost all the
work of putting the business case together had
been done for me.”

“Tectrade planned the new Spectrum
Protect implementation very well. Even when
things went off-track – when deliveries were
delayed, or motherboards blew up – they
made sure nothing slipped, nothing went out
of control. Momentum was never lost.”
Simon Petfield,
Third Line Technical Response Team Manager
Admiral Group

The Environment
• Three backup sites: Cardiff, Swansea and Newport
• IBM iSeries and non-iSeries (Windows and Linux) estates

The Products & Services
• Tectrade Helix Protect Enterprise 24/7 Managed Service for Cardiff, 		
Swansea and Newport sites.
• IBM V3700 disk (Newport)
• IBM DCS3700 disk expansion (Cardiff and Swansea)
• Lenovo System X Servers
• Tectrade Remediation and Implementation Services

The Results
Consistent data Protection

Smaller IT workloads

Admiral now has a powerful data protection
solution across its three main sites. With time
of the essence, we pulled out all the stops to
complete the additional, new Spectrum Protect
implementation – at the company’s Newport
site – in just two weeks.

Even better, Simon’s team now field fewer
backup-related requests from Admiral’s other
IT teams – since those teams can contact
us directly, though our Customer Community
Portal. In Simon’s words, “The portal has let
us loosen the reins, while retaining a perfect
overview of all current issues.”

New peace of mind – with high
backup success rates enshrined
in an SLA
Admiral estimates that, by handing
backup administration and support over
to us, it’s saved itself at least one FTE.

An ever-smarter backup strategy
While we’ve taken over the responsibility for
backups, Admiral’s team has more control of
the environment than ever, and our quarterly
reviews let us work together to hone the team’s
strategy – ensuring there are no more concerns
about unexpectedly hitting capacity:
“Tectrade provide us with accurate, upto- date
information on how fast we’re swallowing
up our space, so there’s no reason anything
should catch us out. This is maintained through
the regular quarterly Service Reviews which are
flexible and informative, and designed around
our requirements.”

“We had very high expectations, because
Tectrade set them very high when they sold
us the solution – but they’ve delivered exactly
what they promised.”
Simon Petfield
Third Line Technical Response Team Manager
Admiral Group

Tectrade attacks the toughest, most complex
data challenges for the world’s most dataintensive companies. We partner with our
clients to help them better protect and
manage their critical data assets – reducing
cost and risk, and unlocking the full value
of their data. And with teams in Europe
and the US, we can deliver projects and
managed services on a truly global scale.
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